68                                            ATTRACTIONS.                                [ART. 136
eauimomental, unless /e = — 1.    If the law is the inverse square, the
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X       „     difference of their moments of inertia about every straight line must /                   be constant.
\     >'            The potential of each body can be represented by the series
- described in Art. 135 and these series must be equal, term to term. The equality of the first terms requires that the masses should be equal. Taking the origin 0 at the centre of gravity of one body, the second term must be missing for both series and therefore the centre of gravity of the second body must also be at the origin.
Comparing the third terms of the series we have
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where unaccented and accented letters refer to corresponding quantities in the two bodies. It follows that (unless /c = —1) I—I1 is the same for all axes passing through the common centre of gravity. The axes of maximum and minimum moments of inertia in the two bodies are therefore the same. Since these are the principal axes of inertia, the two bodies must haw the directions of their principal axes coincident. Since I — I' is the same for every axis, it follows that the four differences A — A'y B — B', G — C', and I — I' are equal. The equation (5) then
becomes                         (K- 2) (1-1') = 0 .....................(6).
Unless # = 2, we have 1=1' and  therefore the moments of
inertia of the two bodies about every axis are equal, each to each.
(   If however  K = — 1 these conditions are not necessary.    When
i   K has this value the law of attraction is the direct distance.    In
this case it has already been proved that a body, whatever be its
form, attracts any particle as if it were collected into its centre of
gravity (Art. 8).
i        These  are  necessary conditions  that  two  bodies  should be I equipotential (unless K = — 1), but they are not sufficient.    It is \ ialso necessary that all the subsequent terms of the potential series Should be equal, each to each.                                                       4
We have assumed here that the law of attraction is some one integral inverse power of the distance. If the law be represented by a series of inverse powers such as /A/?* +ju,7r*+1 + &c., it is evident that so far as the series (1) in Art. 135 is concerned we need only consider the three lowest powers of r in the law of attraction. The remaining powers enter only into the terms of that series not included in our approximation. Proceeding in the same way we again arrive at the results stated in the enunciation.

